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SPSS procedures for
approximate randomization tests
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Randomization tests are valid alternatives to paramet
ric tests like the t test and analysis of variance when the
normality or random sampling assumptions ofthese tests
are violated. Three SPSS programs are listed and de
scribed that will conduct approximate randomization
tests for testing the null hypotheses that two or more
means or distributions are the same or that two variables
are independent (i:e., uncorrelated or "randomly associ
ated''). The programs will work on both desktop and
mainframe versions ofSPss. Although theSPSSprograms
are slower on desktop machines than software designed
explicitly for randomization tests, these programs bring
randomization tests into the reachofresearchers who pre
fer the SPSS computing environment for data analysis.

Over the past decade, there has been a noticeable
increase in the use of alternative methods of computing
statistical significance when the assumptions of tradi
tional normal-theory-based tests are suspect or violated.
In particular, as desktop computers are becoming faster
and less expensive, "computationally intensive" methods
such as the bootstrap and randomization tests are being
used and advocated more frequently. Randomization tests
in particular have been gaining popularity, because, ofthe
many computationally intensive methods that are avail
able, they do not require the random sampling assumption
that is so often violated in behavioral research (Edgington,
1966). In this paper, three SPSS programs are presented
that will conduct randomization tests of the null hypothe
ses that two or more independent distributions are the
same, and that a Pearson correlation is equal to zero. Since
randomization tests have been described in considerable
detail in this journal and elsewhere, only a brief introduc
tion to the rationale underlying randomization tests is out
lined here. For a more thorough discussion, the reader is
referred to a number of excellent articles and books, in
cluding Edgington (1964, 1966, 1969, 1995), Manly
(1991), May and Hunter (1993), May, Masson, and Hunter
(1989, 1990), Noreen (1989), and Onghena and Edgington
(1994).

Special thanks are extended to Bert Green, Patrick Onghena, and
Laurence Claes for commenting on an earlier version of this article.
Correspondence should be addressed to A. F. Hayes, Amos Tuck
School of Business Administration, Dartmouth College, Hanover, NH
03755.

Randomization Tests
The probabilities derived from normal-theory tests such

as Student's t and the analysis of variance are computed
by comparing the obtained test statistic with the theoret
ical sampling distribution of the test statistic if the null
hypothesis is true. The appropriate use of the sampling
distribution to compute the probability requires that the
assumptions of the test are met (or at least approximately
met)-namely, independent random sampling from a
specified population or populations, normally distrib
uted errors, and homoscedasticity. In contrast, the prob
ability from a randomization test is computed by com
paring the obtained test statistic with the "permutation
distribution" ofthe test statistic. In a randomization test,
following the computation of the obtained result (sum
marized with a statistic such as the correlation coeffi
cient or the tor F statistic), the data set is scrambled ac
cording to the constraints of the design and the statistic
is recomputed in the scrambled data set. This repeated
scrambling ofthe data is completed, ideally, as many times
as is possible from the design, so that before stopping,
all the scramblings or "permutations" of the data file
have been enumerated. If the number of permutations is
too large for this to be feasible, a random sample of the
possible permutations can be generated, and this "ap
proximate" permutation distribution can be used as a
proxy for the exact permutation distribution (in which
case, the test is called an "approximate" randomization
test). To compute the probability of the obtained result
assuming a true null hypothesis (e.g., the obtained t sta
tistic), the result is compared with this permutation dis
tribution of results that is possible given the data avail
able. The decision about the state of the null hypothesis
is then based on whether the obtained statistic or one more
extreme from the null hypothesized value is relatively
rare or relatively common in the permutation distribution
of the statistic.

The null hypothesis tested by randomization tests is
the same as that tested by normal-theory counterparts
when random sampling is part of the data collection pro
cedure. That is, like the t or the F test, a randomization
test of independent mean differences tests the equality of
a set of independent population means if the populations
sampled are assumed not to differ in spread, shape, kur
tosis, and skew (although they need not be normally dis
tributed, as is assumed with t or F). If this assumption
cannot be made, the randomization test tests whether the
population distributions are the same. Assuming homo
scedasticity and independence of observations (but not
normality; see Hayes, 1996b), the randomization test on
r tests whether the population correlation equals zero, just
as does the t test on the value of p.
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In the absence of random sampling, a randomization
test tests the null hypothesis that the dependent variable
and the independent variable (e.g., group or experimen
tal condition) are merely "randomly associated." If this
null hypothesis can be rejected because the obtained out
come is relatively unlikely in the permutation distribu
tion of possible results, then the investigator can claim
that there is some systematic pattern in the available data
(e.g., that the distributions differ on some dimension or
combination ofdimensions such as shape, spread, or lo
cation). However, in the absence of random sampling
from a specified population, the conclusions that follow
from the test cannot be generalized away from the obtained
batch of data to a specific population (see, e.g., May &
Hunter, 1993).

There are numerous commercially produced programs
(e.g., StatXact, 1995, by Cytel Software; SCRT by Van
Damme & Onghena, discussed in Onghena & Van
Damme, 1994; TESTIMATE, 1994, Sci Tech Interna
tional), computer code listings (Edgington, 1995; Noreen,
1989), and "freeware" programs (e.g., PERMUSTAT for
Macintosh, Hayes, 1996a; NPSTAT for DOS machines,
May, Hunter, & Masson, 1993; RANDIBM, see Edging
ton, 1995) that conduct exact randomization tests (those
based on every possible permutation ofthe data) as well
as "approximate" randomization tests (those based on a
random sample of the possible permutations). SAS also
has a procedure that can be brought to service in con
ducting randomization tests (Onghena & May, 1995).
However, with the exception of tests based on a rank
transformation of the data (such as those provided in the
Exact Stats module), the Statistical Package for the So
cial Sciences (SPSS) currently has no randomization test
capabilities. In the appendixes, three SPSS programs are
listed that can be used to conduct approximate random
ization tests on original data (as opposed to the data con
verted to ranks) for testing the null hypothesis that two
or more independent distributions (or means, assuming
the constraints discussed above) are equal and that a Pear
son correlation equals zero. These programs are more or
less ready to be submitted to SPSS, requiring only a few
minor modifications to tailor them to the specific data
set being analyzed. The programs have been tested and
run successfully on the following SPSS versions: Ver
sion 7.0 for Windows, Version 6.1 for Windows and Mac
intosh, Version 4.0 for UNIX and Macintosh. Desktop
users of SPSS must have the Advanced Statistics module
installed, where the MATRIX language is implemented.

Description of the Programs
The three programs listed in the appendixes are all struc

tured similarly and can be broken down into distinct sub
programs. Here each subcomponent is described, and in
structions are given for how the user should modify the
programs according to the specifics of the data set being
analyzed.

Line 10 sets the maximum number of permutations
that SPSS can conduct as well as controls the display of
output. The mxloops setting defaults to 40 in SPSS and
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must be reset to a larger number to permit the programs to
conduct more than 40 permutations. The programs as writ
ten set the maximum number of permutations to 10,000
in line 10, although the user may change this according
to need. Line 15 is used to seed the random number gen
erator and can be any integer number. It is recommended
that if line 15 is used, the seed should be changed for each
execution of the program. If line 15 is deleted, SPSS will
seed the random number generator automatically. By set
ting the seed to a specified number, one can replicate a ran
domization test previously conducted with the same seed
(assuming, of course, that the same data set is being ana
lyzed and the same number ofpermutations is requested).

Lines 20-50 load an existing SPSS system file into
memory and set up a matrix of the data (called xy) used
throughout the rest of the program. In line 20, the data
file to be loaded is assumed to be called data.sys, and the
user should change this to the name of the system file
being analyzed.' Users of the desktop versions of SPSS
must place this system file in the directory or folder that
SPSS is executed from or else specify on this line the path
where the file resides. Line 30 executes the standard
normal-theory counterpart to the randomization test. For
tests on independent groups, the minimum and maximum
group codes must coincide with the data file, using the
rules discussed below. The "y" and "x" in line 30 should
be replaced with the dependent and independent variables
in the data file, respectively. Line 50 extracts two columns
of data from the system file and sets up the matrix to be
used when one is conducting the approximate randomiza
tion test, deleting cases with missing data on either of the
two variables extracted. As currently set, the variable
names extracted from the system file are assumed to be
called "x" for the independent variable column and ''y''
for the dependent variable column. Again, these should be
changed to reflect the variable names in the actual system
file where the data are stored.

The programs actually permute the "y" column (col
umn 2) in the xy matrix. While in theory it makes no dif
ference whether the "x" or the "y" column is permuted,
the program in Appendix C reads the "x" column (col
umn 1 in the xy matrix) when obtaining group coding in
formation, and thus, for consistency, all three programs
require that the "y" column be the dependent variable. The
"x" column should contain the group codes for analyses
of independent groups or simply the independent vari
able data for analyses ofPearson 's r. The first group must
be coded with a "1" in the "x" column, and consecutive
integers must be used for subsequent groups. Failure to
follow this rule will produce an SPSS error or cause the
program to produce incorrect results for the test.

Line 60 defines the number of permutations of the
data that will be completed when one is conducting the
test. The programs actually conduct one less than the
number specified, because the first permutation stored is
automatically defined as the obtained result. The value
in line 60 should be changed according to the needs of
the user, but must not exceed the value set for mxloops
in line 10. At least 5,000 permutations are recommended
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for scientific reporting-preferably more, time permit
ting. The accuracy of the p values displayed increases
as the number of permutations increases. Although the
program only displays approximate probabilities, with
5,000 or more permutations the 95% confidence interval
for the resulting p is approximately p ± 2v'[p(l 
p)/nperm]. A more precise formula is provided by Edg
ington (1995).

Lines 70-150 define constants used throughout the
programs and need not be discussed, with the exception
ofline 70 in Appendix C. In this line, the number ofcases
in each group must be specified. As written in Appen
dix C, the program will analyze the equality offour inde
pendent group distributions (or means, again assuming
equality on other dimensions ofthe distribution), with the
number of cases for Groups 1-4 being 3, 7, 4, and 3, re
spectively. Of course, these values should be changed as
is required for the specific data set being analyzed. (The
actual number ofgroups is picked up by SPSS in line 90.)

Lines 160-340 randomly permute the second column
(the dependent variable data) in the xy matrix and com
pute the pseudostatistic that is compared with the obtained
result. Lines 170-240 contain the algorithm for scram
bling this column. This algorithm is widely used in ac
cepted programs for randomization tests (e.g., Edgington,
1995) and is thus not discussed further. In Appendixes A
and B, lines 250-270 compute the pseudostatistic and
store the result in a matrix called "results." The "pseudo
statistic" used for testing the equality oftwo distributions
(Appendix A) and the test ofr (Appendix B) is Pearson's
r. 2 Because the t statistic is monotonically related to - r
(in SPSS), r can be used as an equivalent statistic for t if
its sign is flipped (see, e.g., Howell, 1992, pp. 269-270).
This flipping of the sign is necessary because the t statis
tic in SPSS is negative when Group 1 is less than Group 2,
even though the correlation between x (group code) and

y (dependent variable) is positive. The flipping ofthe sign
is accomplished in line 270 in Appendix A. Note than
when testing a correlation, the sign of r is not flipped in
line 270 (Appendix B), as the sign is already correct. The
pseudostatistic computed for F (Appendix C, lines
240-330) is I,I;/nj, where T; is the sum ofy for group i
and nj is the number of cases in group i. This statistic is
monotonically related to F and is thus an appropriate sta
tistic, as discussed by Edgington (1995).

Lines 350-395 tally up the number ofpseudostatistics
that equal or exceed the obtained result and (when test
ing group differences) convert the pseudostatistic back
to t or F. In Appendix A, these counts are stored in pos
(for the positive tail) and neg (for the negative tail). Be
cause F produces a nondirectional test, only pos is used
in Appendix C.

Lines 400-460 display the results ofthe test. In line 450,
the vector that stores t, r, or F from each permutation is
saved to an SPSS system file called permdist.sys, calling
the name of the column perm. The system file and vari
able name may be changed if desired. This line is op
tional but is required ifthe user wishes to display the per
mutation distribution, which is accomplished in lines
500 and 510.

Speed and Limitations
The speed ofthe three programs was tested on several

different computing systems. The times (in minutes and
seconds) required to complete the tests are displayed in
Table 1 for several different sample sizes. Table 1 also
contains the time required to conduct the same analyses
using PERMUSTAT for the Macintosh (Hayes, 1996a)
and NPSTAT for DOS machines (May et aI., 1993), two
programs available in the public domain that conduct
both approximate and exact randomization tests. The
most notable result here is that although the SPSS pro-

Table 1
Computational Speed of Programs,

per 1,000 Permutations, in Minutes and Seconds

Randomization Test on

Program N 2 Groups 4 Groups Correlation

SPSS-x v4.0t

SPSS v4.0 for Macintosh*

NPSTATv3.8 for DOSt

SPSS v6.1 for Windows]

10 I min 07 sec I min 53 sec I min 07 sec
30 2 min 57 sec 4 min 48 sec 2 min 57 sec
50 4 min 51 sec 7 min 48 sec 4 min 51 sec
10 0 min 34 sec 0 min 50 sec 0 min 34 sec
30 I min 20 sec I min 55 sec I min 20 sec
50 2 min 05 sec 3 min 02 sec 2 min 05 sec
10 0 min 03 sec 0 min 03 sec 0 min 03 sec
30 0 min 07 sec 0 min 08 sec 0 min 07 sec
50 0 min 12 sec 0 min 13 sec 0 min 12 sec

PERMUSTATvl.3 for Mac* 10 0 min 10 sec 0 min II sec 0 min 10 sec
30 0 min 31 sec 0 min 32 sec 0 min 31 sec
50 0 min 52 sec 0 min 54 sec 0 min 52 sec
10 <Isec <Isec <lsec
30 0 min 01 sec 0 min 01 sec 0 min 01 sec
50 0 min 02 sec 0 min 02 sec 0 min 02 sec

*Macintosh used was a PowerBook 190cs, 68LC040 processor, 66 MHz, 8 MB RAM.
tpc used was a 486DX, 66 MHz, 16 MB RAM. tMainframe used was a DEC Alpha
3000/800.



grams are not prohibitively slow, PERMUSTAT and NP
STATare much faster than the SPSS procedures running
on a desktop machine. Thus, the ideal choice when a ran
domization test is desired is to use a program explicitly
designed to conduct randomization tests.

Finally, there are a couple oflimitations to the programs.
First, when one is testing group differences, there must be
at least one more case than there are groups or the pro
grams will produce a division by zero error and display in
correct results for the randomization test. Second, when
one is testing independent groups and the sample size is
small (less than 10 or so), line 395 can in rare cases produce
a division by zero error. This can occur when a permutation
produces no within-group variability in the dependent vari
able. Although this can also occur in rare instances with
larger sample sizes, it is a highly improbable event when
the number of possible permutations is large. Importantly,
a division by zero error will not invalidate the results in
these cases, because by this point in the program, the tab
ulation of the size of the pseudostatistic values relative to
the obtained statistic has already occurred (in lines
350-390). Thus, the probabilities displayed will be correct.
However,the "obtained result" and "criterion values" in the
output will not be the actual obtained results but will be the
obtained "pseudostatistic," and the results file (lines
500-510) will contain these pseudostatistics rather than the
actual t or F values.3 A "division by zero" error displayed
in the output will alert the user to this rare condition ifand
when it occurs. Thus, whenever one is testing group dif
ferences and the sample size is small (say, less than 10),
one should consider enumerating the permutations by hand
or using a program that will conduct exact randomization
tests (such as PERMUSTAT or NPSTAT). Finally, if one of
the variables is constant when a correlation is tested, ifthere
is only one group when groups are compared, or if group
sample sizes are not correct when one is analyzing more than
two groups (line 70 in Appendix C) or the groups are not
coded with consecutive integers beginning with I, the re
sults displayed will be incorrect. The latter three limita
tions are better described, however, as problems produced
by user errors rather than as limitations of the programs.

Availability
Interested users who prefer not to type in the programs

can request an ASCII file ofthe programs on disk by con
tacting the author by: A. F.Hayes, Amos Tuck School of
Business Administration, Dartmouth College, Hanover,
NH 03755.
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NOTES

I. Depending on the operating platform, some users of the main
frame version of SPSS (SPSS-X) may have to first specify an appro
priate "file handle" at the beginning of the program in order to read
and write to and from the storage medium. Consult your operating
manual for guidance on how this is accomplished.

2. There are other equivalent test statistics possible, some of which
are more computationally efficient. In these programs, however, the
use of simpler test statistics did not appreciably reduce their computa
tional speed.

3. The "criterion" for the negative tail for the t test will actually be
the negative of the pseudostatistic in these instances. This number has
no meaning and should be ignored.

(Continued on next page)
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APPENDIX A
SPSS Program for the Approximate Randomization Test Testing Equality

ofllvoIndependentPopulations

Note-Values in bold type should be changed according to the needs of the user. See article text for instruc
tion. Underlined sections of the procedure are optional. Line numbers are used only in referencing from the
text and should not be typed in and submitted to SPSS. Comments (text between /* */) are optional and need
not be submitted.

/* CONTROL DISPLAY AND MAX # OF PERMUTATIONS */.

10 set mxloops = 10000 printback = none length = none header=off.
15 set seed = 4657.

/* LOAD SYSTEM FILE AND DISPLAY OBTAINED RESULTS */.

20 get file = 'data.sys'.
30 t-test groups = x(1,2)/variables = y.
40 matrix.
50 get xy/variables = x y/missing omit.

/* NUMBER OF PERMUTATIONS */.

60 COMPUTE nperm = 1000.

/* CONFIGURE VARIABLES AND CONSTANTS */.

70 compute n=nrow(xy) .
80 compute tp=csum(xy) .
90 compute den=(n*cssq(xy))-(tp&*tp).
100 compute den=sqrt(den(1,l)*den(1,2)).
110 compute tp=tp(1,l)*tp(1,2).
120 compute results=uniform(nperm,l).
130 compute pos=O.
140 compute neg=O.
145 compute eqn=O.
150 compute eqp=O.

/* PERMUTE DATA AND COMPUTE TEST STATISTIC */.

160 loop perm = 1 to nperm.
170 loop cse = 1 to n.
180 do if perm> 1.
190 compute k = trunc(uniform(l,l)*(n-cse+l))+cse.
200 compute temp =xy(cse,2).
210 compute xy(cse,2) = xy(k,2).
220 compute xy(k,2) = temp.
230 end if.
240 end loop.
250 compute r = sscp(xy) .
260 compute r = «n*r(2,1))-tp)/den.
270 compute results(perm,l)=-r.
340 end loop.

/* COUNT PERMUTED EXCEEDING OR EQUAL TO OBTAINED */.
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APPENDIX A (Continued)

350 loop k = 1 to nperm.
352 do if results(k,l) >= abs(results(l,l».
354 compute pos=pos+l.
356 end if.
360 do if results(k,l) <= -abs(results(l,l».
362 compute neg=neg+l.
364 end if.
370 do if results (k, 1) <= abs (results (1, 1» .
372 compute eqn = eqn+l.
374 end if.
380 do if results(k,l) >= -abs(results(l,l».
382 compute eqp = eqp+l.
386 end if.
390 end loop.
395 compute results = (sqrt(n-2)*results)/sqrt(1-(results&*results)).

/* DISPLAY RESULTS */.

400 print/title = "RESULTS OF APPROXIMATE RANDOMIZATION TEST".
405 print nperm/title = "Number of permutations requested".
410 print (results(l,l»/title = "Obtained t statistic".
415 compute p = ((pos+neg)/nperm).
420 do if (p > 1) .
425 compute p = 1.
430 end if.
435 print p/title = "Two tailed p value is approximately".
440 compute obt = results(l,l).
445 compute p = labs (obt), (pos/nperm); -abs (obt), (neg/nperm);

-abs (obt), (eqp/nperm); abs (obt.) , (eqn/nperm}}.
448 print p/title =" Criterion Approx. p value"/

rlabels = " t >=" " t <= " " t >=" " t <= fl.

450 save results/outfile = 'germdist.sys'/variables = germ.
460 end matrix.

/* DISPLAY PERMUTATION DISTRIBUTION */.

500 get file = 'germdist.sys'.
510 freguencies variables = germ/histogram.

APPENDIXB
Modifications to Program in Appendix A for Test That Pearson r Equals Zero

Change the lines in Appendix A to read

30 correlations variables = x x/grint sig.
270 compute results(perm,l)=r.
410 print (results(l,l»/title = "Obtained r".
448 print p/title = " Criterion Approx. p value"/

rlabels = " r >=" " r <= " " r >=" " r <= "
and delete line 395.
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APPENDIXC
SPSS Program for the Approximate Randomization Test

Testing Equality of More Than Two Independent Populations

/* CONTROL DISPLAY AND MAX # OF PERMUTATIONS */.

10 set mxloop=10000 printback = none length = none header off.
15 set seed = 4657.

/* LOAD SYSTEM FILE AND DISPLAY OBTAINED RESULTS */.

20 get file = 'data.sav'.
30 oneway y by xC1,4).
40 matrix.
50 get xy/variables x y/missing omit.

/* NUMBER OF PERMUTATIONS */.

60 compute nperm=1000.

/* CONFIGURE VARIABLES AND CONSTANTS */.

70 compute ngrp={3i7i4;3}.
80 compute n=nrow(xy).
90 compute gps=nrow(ngrp).
100 compute results = uniform (nperm,1) .
110 compute pos=O.
120 compute sxs=(cssq(xy)).
130 compute sxs=sxs(1,2).
140 compute sts=csum(xy).
150 compute sts=(sts(1,2)*sts(1,2))/n.

/* PERMUTE DATA AND COMPUTE TEST STATISTIC */.

(ADD LINES 160-240 FROM APPENDIX A HERE]

250 compute total=O/ngrp.
260 loop cse = 1 to n.
270 compute total(xy(cse,1),1)=total(xy(cse,1),1)+xy(cse,2).
280 end loop.
290 compute test=O.
300 loop cse = 1 to nrow(ngrp) .
310 compute test = test+((total(cse,l)*total(cse,l))/ngrp(cse,l)).
320 end loop.
330 compute results(perm,l)=test.
340 end loop.

/* COUNT PERMUTED EXCEEDING OR EQUAL TO OBTAINED */.
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APPENDIXC (Continued)

350 loop k=l to nperm.
360 do if results(k,l) >= results(l,l).
370 compute pos=pos+1.
380 end if.
390 end loop.
395 compute results=«(results-sts)/(gps-1))/«sxs-results)/(n-gps)).

/* DISPLAY RESULTS */.

400 print/title = "RESULTS OF APPROXIMATE RANDOMIZATION TEST".
410 print nperm/title = "Number of permutations requested".
420 print (results(l,l))/title = "Obtained F statistic".
430 compute p = {abs (results (1, 1)), (pos/nperm) }.
440 print p/title =" Criterion Approx. p value"/rlabels
450 save results/outfile = 'permdist.sys'/variables peaP.
460 end matrix.

" F >=".

[If display of permutation distribution is desired, add lines 500 and 510 from
Appendix A here]
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